
                  DEAR GUESTS,                           
 

As Lyra Resort Hotel, it is very important for us that you have a healthy, safe and 

peaceful holiday. To this end, depending on the developments related to the new COVID-

19, which has affected the whole world, we are trying to do our best to offer you a holiday 

environment where you can feel hygienic and safe. At the same time, in relation to the 

new situation of Covid-19, we are making changes to our standards and procedures, 

which we have established and developed in our hotel in accordance with the Quality 

Management Systems. We will continue with our executions on ensuring the continuity of 

standards. In this context, the internal control mechanism works continuously and is 

carried out by authorized responsible managers. 

We will primarily take only the Lake House area into service in our facility as it complies 

with the distance rules. In this area, each guest has their own living, ventilation and 

cooling conditions. 

Accordingly, we would like to inform you about our new regulations regarding hygiene 

and health precautions against COVID-19;  

 



 
GENERAL CLEANING, 
DISINFECTION AND CLEANING AGENTS 

 
 

 
* Split air conditioners are used in all Lake House departments and stores. General cleaning of the split air 
conditioners in our rooms is done at each guest’s check out and disinfection is carried out according to the 

ULV method. 
 

*In our hotel we cooperate with Eczacıbaşı and other professional chemical companies that are 
internationally known for chemical cleaning products. All our staff are provided chemical training at regular 
intervals. For this reason, we ensure that suitable chemicals are used during cleaning. Cleaning processes 

are provided with suitable cleaning materials and different equipment for each area. 
 

* Disinfection is carried out with the fine spray method (ULV) using disinfectants that have been approved by 
the World Health Organization and that have proven to be effective against viruses and bacteria and are not 
harmful to human health. Moreover, disinfection process that are carried out by professional staff continue 

periodically. 
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GENERAL CLEANING, 
DISINFECTION AND CLEANING AGENTS 

 

 

 

 

* All communal areas and sitting groups in public areas have been rearranged taking the 
social distance rule into consideration.  

 
*Every second urinal in the toilets is out of use. 

 
*The number and quantity of alcohol-based hand disinfectants have been increased not only for our 

guests but also for our staff and supplied into every point needed. Regular control of these disinfectants 
is ensured and filling processes are followed precisely. 

 

* All the surfaces and devices that are continuously contacted such as door handles, elevator buttons, 
batteries, handrails, electrical switches, telephone receivers, etc. within the facility are regularly and 

frequently cleaned by using effective disinfectants. 
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02 SAFETY AND TRAININGS OF OUR STAFF 

 
*Since this beginning of the process, our managers and staff have regularly received detailed information 
in our internal training courses and through our company doctor on the subject and training courses on 

measures to be taken and on measures that are deemed appropriate by the Ministry of Health. 

*Our staff undergo a general health check before starting work and their body temperatures are measured with 
digital thermometers. 

*Our staff, whose health checks are carried out, receive informative training on Covid-19 and this training is 
repeated frequently 

*The transfer vehicles used by our staff on arrival and departure are disinfected before and after each 
transportation service. Our staff is obliged to wear a protective mask during the transfer and is only allowed to 

sit in accordance with the seating arrangements laid down in the social distance rule. 

*The uniforms of our staff are washed daily, and they are disinfected before starting work. The uniforms of the 
staff are washed daily at 75 °C. Thanks to the daily change of uniforms, the hygiene quality is increased. 

*Sufficient disinfection units are available in the public areas of the staff and in the background work units. 
Every staff disinfects his hands, regardless of which department he works in. In addition to disinfection, the 

hands must be washed hourly as a rule.  
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* Our staff in the areas of household, cleaning service, food and beverage production and our staff who are 
working background like dish washing area wear masks, disposable aprons and disposable 

gloves. 
 

* There are posters and brochures in the public areas of the staff about pandemic and hygiene, and in these 
areas, there is a safety rule for social distance. 

 
* Our company doctors work for our staff. We have action plans for possible situations and all our managers 

and staff have been trained on this topic. 
 
 

*All our staff are regularly informed and trained to provide complete information about infectious diseases, 
preventive measures of disease and compliance with general and personal hygiene 

rules. 
 

*The areas used by staff are also regularly cleaned and disinfected. Disinfection units have been placed at all 
areas used by staff. 

 
* The housing of the staff is arranged according to the rules of social distance and adequate hygienic 

conditions are provided. Body temperature measurements are taken and recorded upon entry. The number of 
people in each room is limited depending on the area of the room.



 

03 FRONT OFFICE 

 
* Our guests are subjected to a body temperature measurement through the thermometers in our entrance doors. In 

the event of a negative situation, according to the Personal Data Protection Law, this will only be shared with 
the infected person and the necessary measures will be taken in accordance with our action plans. 

 
* By taking every precaution to ensure that it will be not crowded in the entrances and exits of our hotel, 

safety distances are indicated, and safe rest areas are provided when waiting is necessary. 

 
* Baggage and other items are disinfected by our trained staff and brought safely to the rooms of our guests. 

 
* Door cards are prepared and disinfected before our guests enter the hotel and are handed out in their 

protected sleeves. Pens are provided in special cases to fill in the required documents and are prepared for 
single use. 



 

03 FRONT OFFICE 

 
* All transactions that may require contact during check-in and check-out must be carried out within the 

framework of the social distance safety rule. If requested, our guests can check out 1 day earlier along with 
one of our personnel appointed for them to leave safely.  

 
* Our staff will hand you the brochures about our implemented measures and inform you about this topic. 

 
* Our guests can direct their inquiries and suggestions to the Guest Services Department via the 

WhatsApp number of our facility. 
 

* As part of these measures, the records of our guests who stay at our hotel (first and last name, address, 
contact, passport information, the countries in which they are stayed in the 

last 14 days, and the travel plan in the country after their stay) are kept fully and regularly in accordance 
with the Personal Data Protection Law, so that contacts are managed correctly in the event 

of any finding related to virus. 



04  ROOM AND TEXTILE CLEANING 

* All textile products are washed daily at 70-90 °C 
and after all check-outs the disinfection process is 

applied to the rooms. The rooms will be kept empty 
for a period of time and made available to new 

guests. 

 
* Our staff and managers who work in room cleaning 
use masks and disposable gloves. Cleaning process 

will be done with disposable cloths. 
 

* Products of international detergent brands are 
used in room cleaning. More attention is paid to 

surfaces that are constantly touched. Every 
detail in the room is also disinfected after 

cleaning. 
 

* Textiles and towels are changed daily and so as not 
to disperse the particles during tidying up, the textiles 

are not shaken up. Dirty materials are packed and 
collected separately.
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* The hotel guest amenities prepared for the daily use of our guests are disinfected before they are 

replaced. In addition to these products, our hand sanitizers have been added to this set for your use. 

 

*Our minibar products are disinfected during delivery, stored in a safe environment, and brought to your 

rooms. 

* Rooms are ventilated for a period of time after the cleaning process has been completed and a routine 

disinfection with the fine spray method (ULV) has been applied. 

*Furnishings in the room are done at regular intervals if possible. After all cleaning and disinfection 

procedures have been completed, guests are welcome to their rooms in accordance with the time 

specified in the standards. 

*In our Lake House rooms, each room has its own split air conditioning system. After each guest check 

out, the air conditioning system is regularly disinfected with ozone gas. 
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* The "Open Buffet" service, in which we pay utmost attention to hygiene and health standards along with 
the dishes that our guests like in the buffet in all our restaurants will be presented to our guests by our 
chefs at the buffet. 
 
*To reduce the crowd more in our open buffet restaurants, our A'la Carte Restaurants are available to all 
guests free of charge upon reservation and in certain capacities.  
 
*Hand disinfection equipment is available at the entrances of all our food & beverage areas. There are 
also staff at the entrance to greet you and provide you with the necessary information on capacity 
utilization.  
 
*In all areas of the hotel, tables, chairs, and meeting space are arranged according to the recommended 
safety distance. Room sizes and capacities of restaurants, bars, and general places are based on the 
safe use of our guests and are adequate. 
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*Tablecloths and cloth napkins are not used in our tables. Salt, spices, toothpicks, sugar and similar 

products and materials are provided in disposable packaging. 

 

*Tea and coffee machines, which are used in our restaurants for self-service, are not available to our 

guests for a certain period of time. These will be made available to you by our service staff. 

 

*Items such as glasses and plates are washed with dishwashers after each use and kept in a clean 

environment until the next use. 

*Food & Beverage areas as well as tables, chairs, benches, kiosks and all other materials and 

objects are cleaned and disinfected duly at the beginning and end of the service. 

*Moreover, preparation stages of food products in our kitchens are carried out with the utmost care 

and are controlled 24/7 in full compliance with the system of food safety and COVID-19 measures. 
 

 



06MINI CLUB 

 

Our children are incredibly precious to us and of course it is important for us that they have a safe 

but fun holiday. Units such as playroom, children's club, amusement park, playground, which are 

among the COVID-19 precaution areas, will not be opened and changes will be made according to 

COVID-19 conditions.



07 SWIMMING POOL, BEACH AND ACTIVITY AREA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*For each Lake House room there are separate sun loungers on which the room numbers are written. 

So, every guest will use their own sun loungers. 

*On our 500 m of long beach there are sun loungers available, privately designated for each room and 
placed according to the rules of social distance. In addition, guests can also, upon reservation, 

receive sun loungers on the jetty. 

*Upon request, a private pavilion service is available on the beach for our guests. A fee is charged for 
our pavilions, which corresponds to the services requested. All materials used after each use are 

washed, disinfected, and made ready for the new use.    

 



07  SWIMMING POOL, BEACH AND ACTIVITY AREA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Cleaning of swimming pool is done in accordance with the chemical values that will not 

cause any disease or epidemic. 

 

* All sun loungers, sunbeds, materials of beach and pavilion are subjected to necessary 
cleaning and disinfection daily. 

 

* In accordance with the rules of social distance recommended by the World Health 
Organization, instead of group activities, individual entertaining activities will be carried out 

where distance is respected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  08 TURKISH BATH (HAMMAM), S A  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Areas such as Turkish bath (hammam), sauna, massage units, gym and fitness center will not 

be put into service as part of the COVID-19 measures. However, if it is deemed appropriate to 

be opened by our Ministry of Health, a reservation system will be used to ensure safe use. The 

number of people who will use these areas at the same time and the duration will be limited 

and after each use, the rooms and equipment will be cleaned with hygiene materials in 

accordance with standards. 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

 
 

Our hotel is prepared for the emergency situation caused by the COVID-19 epidemic and is undergoing 
extensive work. Besides your pleasure, your health is also important to us. In this context, we cooperate 
with Anadolu Hospitals, a fully-fledged health care institution, and have medical and nursing services in 
our facility. All transactions and applications are recorded in detail and kept in accordance with the legal 

regulations for the Personal Data Protection Law. 

 

All materials and products we provide to our valued guests are purchased from secure suppliers. After all 
the necessary control and disinfection processes, they are admitted to our facility and storage conditions 

are carried out in hygienic environments. 

 

As Lyra Resort Hotel, we will be happy to welcome you with our crew in the most hygienic and safe way. 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 

                                       http://www.lyrahotel.com/tr/ 


